
 COOKIE POLICY

The hereby informative has the specific purpose of illustrating the types, 

modes of use as well as providing indications regarding the actions to reject 

or delete cookies present on your devices, if desired.

In the table at the bottom of this informative it’s possible to know, in detail, all

the types of cookies that can be installed by pages of this web dominion and, 

in case of third party cookies, the links to the documents to educate one’s self

over the methods to prevent the installation of them or remove them even at 

a later time.

Cookies are computer files or partial data that may be stored on your 

computer (or other devices with the ability to browse the internet, such as 

smartphones or tablets) when you visit this website. Usually a cookie contains

the name of the website from which this same cookie originates, the “life 

duration” of the cookie (that is, for how long the cookie will stay on your 

device), and a value, that usually is a single number randomly generated.

What kind of cookies do we use?

In compliance with the current regulations and the proceedings of the 

Personal Data Protection Supervisor, the cookies we use are:

Technical cookies:  they help improve the website’s navigability and the user

experience. They can be divided in navigation or session cookies, allowing, for 

instance, to purchase something or authenticate one’s self to access reserved

areas, and functional cookies, which allow the user to navigate the website 



based on chosen criteria, for instance the language. Pre-emptive agreement 

by the users is not required in order to install this type of cookies.

First party cookies: these are all cookies of our own property that the 

website installs directly inside the user’s device. First party cookies present in 

this website are only technical.

Third party cookies: these are cookies designed and handled by foreign 

controllers (i.e. third parties) in our website. Having no  access to these 

cookies’ settings, the user may only exert their rights exclusively through the 

means provided by the third party storing information (find a summary with 

all relating references in the table at the bottom).

Enabling/disabling cookies through the Browser

There are several ways to handle cookies and tracking technologies. Editing 

the settings of the browser, you can accept or refuse cookies or choose to 

receive a warning message before accepting a cookie from the visited 

websites. We remind you that disabling cookies in their entirety from the 

browser you might not be able to use all our interactive functionalities.

If you’re using more computers in different settings, ensure that every 

browser is set in order to match your preferences.

You can remove all installed cookies from the cookie folder of your browser. 

Each browser provides different procedures for the handling of settings. Click 

on any of the following links to obtain specific instructions.

Microsoft Windows Explorer

Google Chrome



Mozilla Firefox

Apple Safari

If you don’t use any of the aforementioned browsers, select “cookies” in the 

related section of the browser’s guide to find out where your cookie folder is 

located.

It is possible to oppose the registration of cookies also utilizing the 

unsubscription platform of IAB (Interactive Advertising Bureau) Europe by 

connecting to the following address: http://youronlinechoices.com.

Cookies used in this website

In the following table you can find a list of profiling cookies and third party 

cookies used in the website.

Service name Type and Purpose

Google Analytics
Third party cookies allowing the aggregated 
form analysis of users’ visits for informational
and statistical purposes.

Link

DoubleClick
Third party cookies that allow the displaying 
of ads inside the website pages. Link 

Google Fonts
Third party cookies for the usage of fonts from
the Google Fonts service. Link

Given their nature, this table is lacking strictly technical cookies relating to 

the functionality of the website.
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